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Updates on Product Approvals

Exor investment on product approval keeps going at full speed as the demand to have
devices approved by certification bodies is ever increasing. Here is an update on recent
achievements.
 
DNV-GL
DNV-GL Type approval for use on ships and offshore units. eX712 with wide 24:9 display

JSmart705, JSmart707, JSmart710, JSmart715 and JSmart721 have been certified.
Updated certificates can be easily retrieved from the DNV-GL database or in the Exor
International web site www.exorint.com.
Please remind that DNV-GL does not mandate the presence of a mark on product plates.
 
UL
The new eX712 is now carrying the UL mark for ordinary and hazardous locations (Class I
div 2). You will find the UL product mark on product plates.
 
EAC
The Eurasian Conformity Mark

EAC is the certification mark to indicate product conformity to regulations issued by
Eurasian Customs Union (Russia, Belarus, Armenia, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan). The new
declaration of conformity adds complexity to the picture. The EAC mark will only be
available of some products in the eX700 series. Products with the EAC mark must be
ordered with a dedicated order number.
 
Model | Order Number
eX705 | +EX705RU5P1 
eX707 | +EX707RU5P1 
eX710 | +EX710RU5P1 
eX715 | +EX715RU5P1 
eX721 | +EX721RU5P1 
 
Products with the EAC mark will carry the CE and UL marks (both ordinary and hazardous
locations).  
They will NOT have the ATEX and IECex certification as well as the RCM mark.
 

Product Lifecycle Notification

We have recently issued an important lifecycle notification for a significant range of
products. 
The notice is regarding a number of HMI products based on the Windows CE operating
system. The future is more and more for Linux-based products. 
Although the “last delivery date” is almost one year from now, it is important for you to
start considering how to help your customers that may need to migrate to newer and more
advanced products.
 
The phase out notification regards the following products: 
eBIS500 Series 
eTOP507M, eTOP507MFB, eTOP512 and eTOP513 
eTOP500G Series 
eTOP600 Series
 
Note that most of these products have an excellent proposal for replacement that limits to
a minimum the effort required by customers to adapt their application. 
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